Why
SarahPhotogirl
Rocks...
A
SarahPhotogirl

professional under the spotlight.

ll the rock bands she works with say the
same thing. She’s a control freak, overdemanding, a bit of a bully and a serious
dictator. But they still love her anyway.

SarahPhotogirl (all one word) is a stunning, buzzing, redhaired, thirty three year old from Scarborough, north
Yorkshire, who includes such rock luminaries as Jarvis
Cocker, the Kaiser Chiefs, The Charlatans and The Feeling
as her mates on MySpace – and doesn’t think twice about
pestering bands forever - until they agree to let her loose
with a camera.

‘The secret of a

good photographer
is to have an ‘in’

that nobody else has’
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Rick Wakeman

She smiles: “Early in my career I constantly harassed the
Blur fan club and then wrote to Damon Albarn himself to
fix a shoot. Of course I won in the end.”
She adds: “OK I admit it. I do order bands around. If you
don’t you’ll never get anywhere in this business. You’ll
never get the pictures you need.
Once during a Kaiser Chiefs group portrait shoot out in a
city street, I couldn’t locate the fifth band member. The
rest of the boys were concerned that people might think
the band was breaking up if the picture didn’t have the full
complement of faces – so I just pulled in a guy from the
street and took the shot.”
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‘It frustrates me that bands always play it so safe with imagery on their CDs.’
These days SPG almost walks on
water in the rarefied atmosphere of
the rock ‘Galacticos’.
In a special BBC Inside Out
documentary in 2007 Rick Wakeman
interviewed SarahPhotogirl and
reiterated the need for any decent
rock band photographer to show the
band who’s boss.
He said: “When I was a prog. rock
hell-raiser I had no time for any
photographer who would say to the
band....’Hmm let’s just try a shot in
this corner and see what happens.’ I
used to walk out. But if the snapper
was assertive and confident and said;
’Right move over to that corner for
this shot’. I knew he or she had
sussed out the location and knew
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what they were talking about. And
that’s exactly what SarahPhotogirl
does.”
He added “Plus, the secret of a good
photographer is to have an ‘in’ that
nobody else has – and SPG works
very hard to achieve that too.”
Sarah Robinson morphed into
‘SarahPhotogirl’ almost by osmosis.
She recalls: “I used to phone record
companies all the time asking for
photo-passes to various gigs. I’d say
‘Hi this is Sarah the photographer’
and over time it just got knocked
back to SarahPhotogirl.”
She tells Litebook: “I became
obsessed by the idea of shooting
musicians from my teen years. I grew

up surrounded by torn-out posters of
my favourite bands from Smash Hits
magazine. But when I really studied
the pictures I realised that I could do
a better job just by changing the
composition or perhaps the capture
angle. I could just instinctively see
that if Damon Albarn was located
more to the right it would have been a
real improvement. That sort of thing.”
For years Sarah shot bands just to
hear them play - and because she
could get a backstage pass.
“I must have come across as a bit of
a groupie to tour managers, who were
obviously willing to pay for my
images,” she laughs. “Of course,
eventually you have to start making a
living, but at the start of my career

‘I became obsessed by the idea of shooting musicians from my teen years.’
I was just looking to get my expenses
covered.”
Sheer determination won her shoots
with top names; The Cure, The
Charlatans, Flaming Lips, Foo
Fighters, The Hives, Debbie Harry,
The Killers, Morrissey, Paul Weller,
Primal Scream, Pulp, The Pixies, Sex
Pistols, The Strokes, and Kaiser
Chiefs (known then as Runston
Parva).
Now, with regular commissions
coming in from publications such as
NME, Q, Mojo and Photoicon, Sarah
has made a real impression on the
industry.
But the ‘dream job’ still eludes her:
“I’ve shot cover images for bands like
The Skies and The Libertines before,”
she notes.
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“I take photographs of famous people, and when there aren't any of those about I photograph myself.”

‘Bowens lighting equipment last year completely changed both my game and my outlook.’
“But I’d love to do something really
different. It frustrates me that bands
always play it so safe with their CD
imagery. I’ve always wanted to shoot
a really iconic CD cover. That would
really rock.”
SPG used to try and avoid shooting
in a studio. “I’m not a ‘techie’ person
at all” she muses. “So I used to be a
bit put-off by the thought of learning
about lighting.
However, I have to admit that test
driving some Bowens lighting
equipment last year completely
changed both my game and my
outlook.
Previously I was just using flimsy
portable lighting as my primary setup. But I soon realised that I couldn’t
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get the image I had in my mind with
unsuitable equipment. So I decided
to get myself sorted with some
serious lighting kit.”
Now with my Gemini 500s my outlook
on lighting is completely different and now I take Bowens kit with me
everywhere I go.
I feel so much more confident
adapting my lighting requirements for
each job after spending months
brushing up on my technique.
“I use my Gemini set-up for
everything – from my backstage work
with bands, to elaborate scenes I’ve
created, like my image ‘Alice (In
Wonderland) falling down the rabbit
hole’.
That image alone involved shooting
over a hundred different props and

creating a composite of them all. I
couldn’t have done that without some
seriously impressive lighting.”
No fan of meticulous planning, Sarah
confesses that she blags her way
through meetings with commercial
clients.
“I certainly don’t over-think my
concepts or ideas, but wait until the
initial meeting with the client before I
come up with any proposal at all,”
she says.
“I’ve never been stuck for an idea. In
fact, the more pressure I’m under, the
better the idea tends to be. I just get
on a roll.”
SPG splits her workflow into three
distinct areas.

“One third comprises commercial
shoots. They bring in the money.
Then there’s the bit where I spend
time trying to organize myself; reply
to emails; go to meetings and just
general admin - all the stuff I’m not so
good with. And the last third is my
creative photography. That is my
time. Work just for me.
“I need to satisfy my artistic side, or
I’ll go crazy. I’m no business woman,
that’s for sure.”
When she gets bored or when there’s
not much work around SPG really
steps out.
“It’s true. I take photographs of
famous people, and when there aren't
any of those about I experiment by
taking photographs of myself.
Occasionally semi-naked too...it’s all
practice”
Recently she indulged herself in the

total opposite of ‘boring.’
“I went on tour with the Circus of
Horrors – the gore masters of theatre.
It’s a modern day freak show, with a
Rocky Horror Show twist,” she
smiles.
“I sat in a car with the ringmaster, a
fire-breathing-blade-walking girl, a
man who swallows a very large sword
and a midget just 72 cms tall.
And there’s certainly no time to be
squeamish when you’re trying to
photograph a guy shoving blades
through the sides of his face, or
watching one of the performers open
a bottle of beer with his eye socket.
But at the end of the shoot these
guys all became my friends.”
SarahPhotogirl shoots with a Nikon
D200 and a Canon EOS 5D MKII and right now she’s learning how to
use an Olympus underwater camera.

But first she’s being taught how to
dive.
She plans to use her new aquatic
skills to create different submerged
scenes on subjects she’s passionate
about, including the environment.
She’ll also use it to expand her
commercial artwork portfolio.
The future looks busy for SPG.
She says: “I have just signed with an
agent in LA, so I’m expecting some
more overseas work. It’s a very
exciting time. ”
And the very next shoot? “Ha. I'm
going to take a portrait of my
Chinchilla Mr BOO, but I can’t decide
whether to shoot him as an
Elizabethan Merchant or a Victorian
Gent.”
www.sarahphotogirl.com
By Trevor Lansdown
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